Cockroaches and rodents are persistent problems in federally-subsidized housing. The problem is not uniform. Some public housing authorities have few problems. Others have serious problems. An integrated pest management program would help all public housing authorities especially those with serious problems.

More than half of public housing residents surveyed by the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) in 2004 reported problems with rodents and insects indoors. Almost 100% said that the rodents and insects indoors were always a problem. HUD asked 446,884 public housing and multi-family project-based Section 8 housing residents “How often, if at all, are any of the following a problem in your property: rodents and insects (indoors)?” More than 34% responded. They said:

- Never 48.16%
- Sometimes 35.07%
- Most of the time 7.34%
- Always 9.42%

Despite the pervasiveness of the problem, insect infestation was #24 in the Top 25 of physical problems cited by HUD. Fourteen of the other Top 25 problems including four of the Top 5 could contribute to insect infestations.

The problems can be much worse for some public housing authorities, based on a recent study in Gary Housing Authority in Gary, IN. In 2006, Purdue University researchers, Wang, El-Nour, and Bennett, inspected units and interviewed residents in 358 randomly selected apartments. 42% of the apartments had a resident with asthma. 71% of residents said they had pests.

Based on a physical inspection at Gary Housing Authority, the researchers found:

- 81% of units infested by cockroaches, mice, ants, spiders, or flies
- 49% of units infested by the German cockroach (primarily in the kitchen)
- 36% of units infested by mice (mice infestation was associated with existence of diagnosed asthma)
- 26% of units infested by the Oriental cockroach
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• 21% of units infested by ants.

These rates confirmed previous studies in 2002 to 2004.

Unfortunately, Gary Housing Authority residents did not always report the problem despite getting free pest control service upon request. In one complex, only 22% of the residents (35 of 159 cockroach infested units) reported the problem to management. 41% of residents considered the pest control services to be fair or poor.

Despite the low reporting levels, researchers found that 72% of the Gary Housing Authority units had evidence of pesticides to control cockroaches including:
- 67% of units had cockroach bait residue
- 10% of units had cockroach bait stations
- 6% of units had pesticide dust residue (including boric acid).

But the pesticides were not always fresh or properly used. Clearly residents took matters into their own hands.
- 80% reported using cockroach controls methods. The most common cockroach control was baits but included surface sprays and space sprays (insect bombs).
- 58% tried to control mice.

Despite their heavy reliance on pesticides and the poor results, Gary Housing Authority residents knew that more was needed.
- 68% of residents identified the need for home repairs to control pests.
- 51% of resident saw need for more frequent inspection or treatment (less than 26% treatment at least monthly).
- 18% of residents suggested cleaning up inside and outside of apartments (60% had trash or food residue on floor or counter).
- 10% of residents suggested servicing the whole building rather than selected individual units.

The researchers analyzed dust samples in 101 of the apartments in Gary Housing Authority. They found cockroach allergens (Bla g 1) in 98% of the kitchen dust samples. Traps captured cockroaches in 85% of the units. One-third of the samples had critical levels of cockroach allergens (≥ 8 U/g of Bla g 1).
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